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Overview of presentation

Findings from study to consider if and how benefits 
from the historic environment can be captured in a 
natural capital accounting approach

Case study application to Trent Valley, building on work 
previously undertaken to appraise a sustainable vision 
for the future development of the valley



The influence of the historic environment

•The type of services

•The magnitude of 
services

•Monetary value

•Premiums attached to 
historic elements

•Impacts from the way the 
stock is managed

•Impacts on natural 
environment stock

•Historic environment 
stock

Extent of 
stock

Condition 
of stock

Flow of 
services

Value of 
benefits



Type of services by example historic assets
Typically deliver provisioning, 
regulating and cultural 
services

Typically deliver regulating 
and cultural services

Typically deliver cultural 
services

• Registered parks and 
gardens

• Battlefields
• Cultural World Heritage 

Sites
• Natural World Heritage 

Sites
• Protected wrecks
• Local green space
• National Parks
• AONBs

• Roman remains
• Earthworks

• Listed buildings
• Building preservation 

notices
• Burial mounds
• Castles
• Bridges
• Remains of deserted 

villages and industrial sites
• Conservation areas
• Locally listed heritage 

assets
• Areas of archaeological 

importance



Historic environment benefits picked up better where…

…the historic environment can be linked to the stock of natural 
environment

…it is possible to identify and measure how the historic environment 
influences the condition of the natural environment stock

…it is possible to measure how change in condition of stock 
influences the type and magnitude of services that flow from the 
stock

…a premium can be attached to the additional value of benefits 
provided by the historic environment



Changes needed
Data generally available on extent of stock…but not on condition 
or how condition affects flow or services

Data on provisioning services most readily available…but 
difficult to link to historic environment

Data on cultural services are mostly missing

Difficult where historic assets lack ‘green space’…natural capital 
accounting approach likely to miss most of the benefits



Potential research priorities

Dissemination of issues and findings to open up research and debate

Involvement in online discussion forums Specific investigation into key data gaps

Test the framework on case study sites

Apply to corporate natural capital accounts
Workshops with organisations developing 

natural capital accounts (Seminar Nov 2018)

Establish a framework and raise the profile of the historic environment

Develop a benefits framework (started)
Share data and knowledge through workshops 

and meetings (EKN webinar)



The benefits framework



Trent Valley case study

Focused on Trent Valley in Derbyshire

Considered 20 heritage assets from Historic Environment Record

Matched assets to natural capital (land use/habitats)

Identified flow of services and benefits

Developed a five step method to assess these benefits

Identified work-arounds and lessons learnt along the way



Values provided by heritage assets

Arable land

Boundary 
features

Broadleaved 
woodland

Canal Natural cave

Managed 
grassland

Improved 
grassland

Gardens River

Standing 
water

Urban

➢ List of valuation studies

➢ 2 stage assessment for each 

valuation study:

▪ Is benefit valued relevant 

to heritage asset and its 

land use?

▪ Do services covered by 

the reference match those 

provided by the heritage 

asset?



Values provided by heritage assets (2)

16 benefit types 
identified from 20 

assets

4 benefits aligned 
with services in last 

study

8 benefits were 
partially covered in 

last study

4 benefits fall 
outside ecosystem 
services framework 

➢ Previous study partly captured values linked to heritage
➢ Specific benefits fall outside of ecosystem services framework
➢ These additional benefits require description (and monetisation) to capture 

full value



Example assets

Elvaston Castle/Gardens, Elvaston Castle 

Country Park, Derbyshire by Eamon Curry is 

licensed under CC by 2.0 

Milepost, Trent & Mersey Canal, Aston On 

Trent, Derbyshire by Eamon Curry is 

licensed under CC by 2.0 

https://www.flickr.com/people/eamoncurry/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.flickr.com/people/eamoncurry/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


Application of the method
Step Findings

1. Identify asset Canal milepost

2. Identify natural capital associated with 
milepost 

Standing water and canal; broadleaved 
woodland

3. Identify services flowing from natural 
capital

11 services 

4. Screen for extent of heritage influence 5 services influenced by heritage

5. Identify benefits provided by the historic 
environment

Long list of studies identified that could 
enable valuation of these five services



Application of the method (2)

Canal milepost 
contributes to a 
range of services….

i.e. more than were 
linked to the historic 
environment in the 
previous study

Educational 
value

Cultural 
heritage

Aesthetics
Recreation 

and tourism

Wellbeing 
(sense of 

place)



Lessons learnt and recommendations

Record natural capital associated with a 
heritage asset as part of the heritage record

Be selective when identifying 
assets to develop and trial a 

method

Consider 
each asset 
individually

Take an overview 
at landscape scale

Increase 
availability of 

condition 
data
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